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RATIOS AT HIGH SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

By A. J. Eggers, Jr., and Clarence A. Syvertson

SUMMARY

The problem of designing = aircraft which will develop high lift-
drag ratios in flight at high supersonic speeds is attacked using the

s elementary principle that the components of the aircraft should be indi-
vidually and collectively arremged to impsrt the maximum downward and
the minimum forward momentum to the surrounding air. This principle in

● conjunction with other practical considerations of hypersonic flight leads
to the study of configurations for which the body is situated entirely
below the ting; that is, flat-top w%ng-body ccmibinations. Theory indicates
that sensibly complete aircraft of this type can be designed to develop
lift-drag ratios we~ in excess of 6. .-

In order to check this possibility, several flat-top wing-bo&y~eom-
binations consisting of a thin wing having highly swept leading and trail-
ing edges and a h~-co-body were tested at Mach numbers from’’~~~”,td
6.3 and Reynolds numbers (based on body length) frcm 5.6 to 1.1 millions.
The wings were mounted f~~~h with the upper surface of the body, the apex
of each wing coinciding with the vertex of the.bdy and the trailing edge -
at the root coinciding with the base of the bcdy. The wing tips were
deflected downward, the~”siml.sting vertical ftis,.-.~imum li&&”&%g

—

ratios of the order of 6 and greater were common to these confi~ations
and, with one arrangement, a ratio in excess of 6.6 was+.ob&+Lne~G&~$&~e
design Mach number of 5. ●*

INTRODUCTION

Range in more or less steady level flight depends directly on aerod-
ynamiclift-drag ratio at high supersonic speeds, just as it-does at lower

r speeds. This result follows from the classical Breguet range equation
in the case of powered flight, and it may be easily deduced from the equa-
tions”of motion for unpgmered or gliding flight (see refs. 1 and 2). The.
problem then of achieving efficient hypersmi.c flight is not fundame&klly
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new from the aerodynamic viewpoint. However; it is complicated by certain
factors, some of which are new and dl of which should be considered at
the esrliest stages in the design of a hypersonic aircraft.

Perhaps foremost among these factors is aerodynamic heating. The
geometry of a hypersonic aircraft will almost certainly be governed in
large pm?t by the necessity for minimizing this phenomenon (see refs. 1
and 2). Thus, for example, the noses of bod:es and leading edges of wings
will tend to be round, or in some manner bltit, to reduce local.heating
in these regions and to provide material for.absorbing heat. If the lesd-
ing edge of a wing is blunt, then it appears profitable to employ sweep-
back in order to reduce further the local heating and to minimize the
pressure-drag penalty associated with the bluntness.1 Finally, from the
over-all point of view, it is desirable to keep the aircraft slender in
order to minimize average heat-transfer rates.

Another factor which plays a leading role in hypersonic aircraft
design is structural weight. With the trend toward rocket propulsion for
such aircraft, very large performance gains may be obtained by reducing
this weight (see, e.g, refs. 1 and ~). We are reminded, therefore, that
the thin wing is basically a heavy structure by comparison to a body. In
addition, the wing alone offers llttle advantage over the body alone in
developing lift at hypersonic speeds (see ref. 1). Accordingly, there is
the indication that the body should be a primary lifting element, if not
the principal source of lift for a hypersonic aircraft.

The final design factor which merits attention here is that of pro-
viding stability and control in hypersonic flight. This factor can be
troublesome because of the tendency of plsmar surfaces to lose their
effectiveness (normal-force curve slope) with -easing Mach number,
especially if they “arelocated on the lee side of an aircrsft (see, e.g.,
refs. 6, 7, and 8). The implication then is thaj the body should be
designed to provide the maximum stabilizing influence to a hypersonic
aircraft. Moreover, planar surfaces employed specifically for stability
and control should, tisofm as practicable, be-30cated on the windward .-
rather than the leeward side of the aircraft.

‘we kave}-~h&, a number of design factors which are dictatedby con-
siderations of aerodynamic heating, structural weight, and stability and
control. These factors are, a priori, important and they should, accord-
ingly, be kept in proper balance with those dictated by other considera-
tions. The consideration of principal interest in this paper is range
performance as it derives from lift-drag ratio. Specifically, then, the
purpose of this paper is to obtain aircraft configurations which, consist-
ent with the above-mentioned desigm factors, are capable of developing
high lift-drag ratios at high supersonic speeds. .—

lBy c~trast, blunting the noses of bodies need not necessarily
introduce a drag penalty. Indeed, proper bluntiag may reduce drag (see
refs. 3 and 4).
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NOTATION

lift-curve slope, per radian

drag coefficient, -J&

lift coefficient, *

moment about bcdy vertex
pitching-moment coefficient,

qs7.

normal force
normal-force coefficient,

qs

drag, lb

dismeter, in.

lift, lb

length of body, in.

Mach number

static pressure, lb/sq in.

dynamic pressure, lb/sq in.

conical coordinate (measured from vertex of cone), in.

plan area, sq in.

distsnce f’romnose of body to neutral point, in.

3

angle of attack measured with respect to lower surface of wing,
deg (radians when appearing in equations)

ratio of specific heats (1.4 for air)

flow deflection angle, deg

flap deflection angle, deg

conical ray angle, radians
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Subscripts

zero angle of attack

free-stresm conditions

body

evaluated at cone surface

design conditions

flap

friction forces

pressure forces

evaluated at shock wave

trailing edge

wing

maximum
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TEEORE!LT.CALCONSIDERATIONS

Formulatim of the Froblem

At the present time there is no simple theory capable of accurately
describing the flow about more or less arbitrary aircraft configurations
in hypersonic flight. Accordingly, we are obliged to seek a verbal for-
mulation of’the problem which clearly defines the objective and the con-
ditions imposed thereon.

Undertaking first to clarify the objective, we inquire how we intend
-.

to increase lift-drag ratio. A self-evident but nonetheless useful answer
to this question consists of an elementary statement of requirements for
efficient flight; namely, the components of an aircraft should be indi-
vidually and collectively arranged to hnpart the maximum downward and the
minimum forward momentum to the surrounding air. When these components
are so arranged, we are, a priori, insured of obtaining high lift-drag
ratios. Accordingly, this statement is adopted as the embodiment of our
objective and, since it will be used frequently to guide our thinking,
it will for convenience be referred to hereafter as simply the “momentum
principle.”

!9
.,

There remains the question of conditions on our objective. It was .-+

noted in the introduction that previous considerations of hypersonic
.
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flight have suggested certain definite restrictions which may logically
be hposed on the configuration of hypersonic aircraft. It is proposed
to adopt these restrictions as the conditions (m our objective, and they
are summarized as follows: The wings of an aircraft should have highly
swept, blunt leading edges, and the body should have a blunt nose. The
body should, in addition, be a major lifting element, and it shouldbe
shaped to stabilize the vehicle in flight. Other stabilizing and con-
trolling surfaces should, insofar as practicable, be located on the wind- m
ward side of the aircraft. Finally, the vehicle as a whole should be of
slender design.

Let us see now what msnner of vehicle our attemtion is attracted to
by the momentum principle in conibinationwith these conditions.

General Configuration Study

It has been established that an aircraft of interest here will be
slender, so we may anticipate that it till develop maximum lift-dmag
ratios at small angles of 6ttack. The body should, to the extent consist-
ent with stabilizing flight, have low pressure drag. These factors com-
bine to draw our attention to bodies which sre ccmtinuously enlarging with
distance aft of the nose. They have the virtue of low drag at hypersonic
speeds (see ref. 3) along with the flare effect which contributes to sta-
bility (see ref. 7). For simplicity, then, let us consider such a body
of revolution mounted symmetrically on a thin wing at zero angle of attack.
A front view of this arrangement, along tith the disturbance velocities
created by the body, is shown on the left of the sketch. Quite obviously,

Momentum
~~ principle

Wing

Sketch (a)

the upward momentum generated by pressure forces cm the top of the body
just cancels the downward momentum generated by pressure forces on the
bottom of the body. According to the momentum principle and the condition
that the bodybe a major lifting element we should, then, eliminate the
upper half of the bcdy to obtain the arrangement shown on the right of

—
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the sketch. The wing now serves the important function of preserving the
downward momentum of the air disturbed by the lower haE of the body.

Let us consider next the plan view of this configuration shown on.the
left of the next sketch. The wing extends arbitrarily far beyond the body
shock in this view. Now the body can impart downward momentum to the..air

Body shock

Momentum *
principle

Wing

Sketch (b)

in the region between its surface and its shock wave. The wing, therefore,
should extend out at least as far as the shock wave in order to preserve
this momentum. However, any portion of the wing which extends beyond the
body shock cannot serve to increase the downward momentum of the air
influenced by the body. It will, however, contribute to the forward
momentum imparted to the air through the action of friction forces. Thus
the momentum principle suggests that the wing leading edge Shtid coincide ._

with the shock wave created by the bcdy. It can similarly be reasoned
that the wing should extend downstream towayd, but not beyond, the line
along which the body ceases to impart downward momentum to the fluid.
Accordingly, it is indicated that the wing trailing edge should, like the
leading edge, be swept back, and it should join with the body at its base.=
We me led to suspect, then, that the configuration should appear in plan
view something like the one shown at the right of sketch (b). This shape
satisfies the condition of high leading-edge sweep and, too, the resulting
wing tends to be of low aspect ratio which is favorable to minimizing
structural weight.

—

*

L-

.

.

T

—— —

2The exact trailing-edge location cannot, of course, be fixed by
the elementary reasoning of this discussion-,but, rather, it requires

m

detailed study for each particular configuration with consideration, for
example, of Reynolds nunber effects on friction forces. , .
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Something more may be learned, however, by again viewing the con-
figuration from the front. Such a view is shown on the left of the next

*
sketch. It is observed that the body impsrts - ‘ - ‘- - -lateral as well as downward

Momentum

~

principle

{+i
“~

Sketch (c)

.

.

.

.

momentum to the surrounding air. Now according to the momentum principle
this lateral momentum should be converted into downward momentum. One way
this may be accomplished without significantly increasing forward momentum
is by deflecting the wing tips downward about hinge lines in the stream
direction as shown on the right of sketch (c). The result is tip flaps
located well aft on what would normally be the windward side of the con-
figuration. In this location the flaps can serve two fumctions. One, of
course, is to increase lift. Also, snd perhaps more important, they are
suitably located to provide directional stability and control for the
configuration.

We have potentially, then, the crude semblance of a complete afraaft
configuration. This point can best be appreciated by studying the sche-
matic diagrsm of the vehicle shown in the next sketch. The aircraft is

Sketch (d)

of the flat-top or
Both wing and body
tion suggests that
bility in pitch, while control in pitch maybe derived from wing trailing-
edge and body flaps. The wing should, of course, contribute to damping in
roll, while roll control may be obtained by differential operation of wing

high-wing type with a laterally symmetric fuselage.
contribute substantially to lif’t. Superficial examina-
the wing and body are suitably srranged to obtain sta-
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flaps as ailerons. Finally, directional stability and control may be
derived from the body alone, and the body and tip flaps. —

i“

The most important question is, of course, do configurations of this
type actually develop high lift-drag ratios at.high supersonic speeds?

—

In order to answer this question it is necessery to exaqine more closely
the aerodynamic characteristics of such vehicles.

——-.

Analysis of Flat-Top Wing-Body Cbibinations

In the fol16Wing study, attention will be focused on the maximum llft-
drag ratios of flat-top wing-body combinations. These combinations till
be of the type just disc~sed, with the exception that flap effects will
be neglected. These effects will be taken up lqter in connection with
experimental results. First, then, a general class of flat-top config-
urations will.be treated and, finally, a particular category of interest
in this class will.be investigated at sane length. v.

General class of configurations.- The wings of interest here are con-
sidered to be so thin that they cen be ide~ized as flat pl&.teswhen viewed -
in combination with the bodies.s The bodies of interest are one-half a
body of revolution - the lower half in the view of this report. It follows
that at zero singleof attack of the wing-body combination, the wing acts
essentially to preserve the sxisl symmetry of the flow about the body.

.—

The pressure field created by the half-body forward of the trailing edge
of the wing will, therefore, be the same in each meridian plane as for
the corresponding whole body. It follows that the calculation of lift
and drag of the combination at zero angle of attack presents no appreciable .,
problem. The lift equals that on the body plus that on the “reflecthn-
plane” wing. The drag equals the pressure,dmag of the half-body plus the
friction drag of the combination.

Lift and drag of the configuration at-emgle of attack are more dif-
ficult to determine precisely. The simplification of axial symnetry
which was exploited at a = O is no longer valid and the resultlng non-
linear, nonisentropic hypersonic flow wi.llrequire detailed examination
for its accurate solution. Such an examination is far beyond the scope
of this paper, however, -d so we tske the_follow@g very simple, but
nevertheless useful, approachto the problgrn. It is assumed that lift ,. ..
varies linearly with angle of attack, while drag due to lift varies as
the product of lift smd angle of attack. In this event we have for the
total lift and drag coefficients

-..
—.>-.

%his idealization is not so impractical as it might first appear:
a

For example, in the experiments to be discussed later, the pressure drag
due to wing thickness represented only a few percent of the total drag
of the test models.

._
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(1)

.

~ = c~o + cL~ (2)

Combination of equations (1) and (2) leads to the result that

(3) “-

From equations (1) and (3), the maximum lift-drag ratio at positive angles
of attack is given by the relation

and it occurs at
.

.

.

‘L =

@!=

%

2--%0

(4)

(5)

At negative angles of attack, the maximum lift-drag ratio is (in absolute
value)

end it occurs at

(6)

JaoCDo + GLO
‘a(-L/D)_ = ao (7)

Had our configurations been vertically
c% . 0, and equation (4) for (L/D)-

symmetric we would, of course, have
would reduce to the faniiliarone

—

Comparison of eqyations (4), (6), and (8) leads to the first quanti-
tative suggestion that flat-top configurations may develop higher thsm ~
usual lift-drag ratios. Specifically, we note that the c~ term acts
to increase the maximum lift-drsg ratio of flat-top configurations, to
decrease the ratio for flat-bottom configurations, and, of course, with ‘—
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symmetrical configurations there is no effect since ~ = O. We might
anticipate then that in the order of decreasing maximum lift-drag ratio,
we have the flat-top, the symmetrical.,smd, f-inal.ly,the flat-bottom con-
figurations of this type. In order to investigate this matter further,
we are obliged to choose a particular category of shapes in the general
class we have been discussing.

.—

Ps&icular configurations.- Certainly conical shapes are among the
simplest ones to deal with. It can be argued,4 too, that slender shapes
of this type besm a resemblance to optimun.shapes (in terms of (L/D)H)
for the conditions of given plan area =d base area.5 Accordingly, it
has been undertaken to calculate the maximum lift-drag ratios of flat-
top conical configurations at high supersonic-speeds. These calculations
are straightforward following the approximate.analysisof Appendix A in
which zero base drag was assumed. They have~been carried out over a range
of Mach numbers using one-half a ~“ (semivertex angle) cone for the body.
The results sre presented in figure 1. The wing was ides.lizedas a flat
plate with straight leading edges coinciding with the body shock at a=OO.
The wing trailing edges were formed by straight lines swept back from the
body base and intersecting the leading edges 1.4 body lengths aft of the
vertex.e It is noted that the plan form changes with design Mach number.

It is not surprising that according to ~hi.sfigure, increasing Mach
number and/or skin friction has the effect oiTreducing msximum lift-drag
ratio. However, even with skin-friction drag coefficients as Jarge as
0.005, the flat-top configurations tend to develop relatively high lift-
drag ratios. For example, at a Mach number of 5, lift-drag ratios rather
close to 7 appesr to be obtainable. The msxtium lift-drag ratios obtain-
able at negative angles of attack correspond“tothose of flat-bottom con-
figurations. These ratios tend to be relatively low in absolute value.
Thus, the flat-bottom configuration at a Mach-number of 5 ~d @f = 0.~5
has a maximum lift-drag ratio less than 5.

We have some verification, then, that properly design~ wing-body
combinations with flat tops have higher maximum lift-drag ratios thsm

Al?heargument consists simply of assuming the answer and then checking
it, noting that the right circular cone is a minimum-drag body for the
given conditions. The argument is considered-to be somewhat qualitative,
however, because it presumes that the tangent-cone approximation applies
to flow between the stcrface”tidbow shock of “~hebody in hypersonic flight
((l&5)2 >> 1).

Wing qres,(or plan area) is an importanips.rameter since it couples
with the weight of a vehicle to fix wing loading. Also, the base area,
or more generally the maximum cross-sectional area of the bdy, is an
important parameter since it tends (especially at hypersonic speeds) to
fix the size of the cargo of a vehicle.

%is choice of trailing-edge location is somewhat arbitrary in rela-
tion to the present discussion. However, as will be seen, it leads to
especially efficient lifting configurations in the Mach number and Reynolds

ents,to be discussed later.

-..
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configurations with flat bottoms at high supersonic speeds. ~iS finding
is contradictory to previous findings which indicat~ according to
Newtonian impact theory that flat-bottom configurations may be the more
efficient (see, e.g., refs. 9 and 10). It should be noted, however, that
Newtonian theory does not suggest or treat the favorable interference
effects which are exploited in this paper.

Turning our attention back to equation (4), we observe that any
changes in body shape which increase ~. with but small increase in
CDO (note CDO is only partly due to pressure drag) tend to bring about

increases in (L/D)M. To investigate this point more closely, calcula-
tions Of (L/D)ma have been made for wimg-body corribinationswith various
cone semivertex angles at a free-stresm Mach number of 5. The results
are shown in figure 2. Here again the wing leading edge was always alined
with the body shock wave and the trailing edge was formed by a straight
line swept back from the base of the b&iy and intersecting the leading edge
1.4 body lengths sft of the vertex. Several plan forms are shown in
figure 2. Calculations were made for values of CDf from O to 0.010.
The results indicate that the presence of the b~y can be advantageous;
that is, the highest (L/D)U is not necessarily obtained with the flat
plate. At ~ - 0.~5, for example, the largest maximum lift-drag ratio~-
is obtained ti h a half cone of about 5° semivertex angle mounted under
the wing. Obviously, of course, if (L/D)ma is tigher for the f~t-toP
configuration than for the flat-plate wing, then it should also be higher
for the flat-top configuration thsm for a vertically symmetrical configura-
tion. Just how much higher will.,of course, depend upon the geometry of
the symmetrical configuration.

At this point we are reminded of the approximate nature of our snal-
ysisj and a more profitable line of attack throughout the remainder of
this report will.be the experimental approach. Accordingly, atterrtion
is turned next to the experiments which were conducted on several flat-
top configurations, with and without wing-tip flaps, and on one symmetrical
configuration.

EXPERIMENT

Apparatus and Tests

Tests were conducted in the Ames 10- by 14-inch supersonic wind tunnel
at Mach numbers of 3.00, 4.24, 5.05, and 6.28. For a detailed description
of this wind tunnel and its aerodynamic characteristics see reference 11.
Lift, drag, and pitching moment were measured with a three-component
strain-gage balance. The balance system measured ’forcespsmil-1.eland
normal to the balance axis and these forces were, in turn, resolved to
give the lift and drag. Pitching moments were measured about the body
base, and then, through the use of the normal force, transferred to give
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pitching moments about the body vertex. Tests were conducted at angles
of attack from -1° to +4° by rotation of the model-balance assembly. All
models were sting-supported from the rear where the balance was located.
The support was shrouded from the air stream to within about 0.04 inch of
the model base, thereby eliminating, for sll practical purposes, aeraly-
nsmic loads on the sting.

Base pressures were measured in all tests and the lift and drag com-
ponents of the resultant base force (referred to free-stream static pres-
sure) were subtracted from measured total lift and drag forces to obtain
the aerodynamic forces acting on the portions of the t@t models shead of
the base. The contribution of the base force to pitching moments WM “_
negligible.

Wind-tunnel calibration data ((seeref. 11) were employed in combina-
tion with measured stagnation pressmes to obtain the stream static and
dynamic pressures of the tests. Reynolds numbers based on the length of
the bcdy were

Mach number
Reynolds number,

millions
3.00 536
4.24 5.1
5.05 ‘ F.5
6.28 1.1

Models -.

The flat-top wing-body combinations tested in the present investiga-
tion are shown in figure 3. The body was identical for all combinations
and was formed from a qone 1.250 inches in diameter, 7.144 inches in
length, and having a semivertex angle of 5°. This body was chosen because -
of the indication (see fig. 2) that it should be a near optimum for the
value of CDf obtained in the 10- by 14-inch tunnel at ~ = 5. This ““
value is, according to previous ~ests of other”wing-body combinations,
approximately O.O@. The vertex of the body-was only slightly blm-t tith
a radius of 0.002 inch.7 The cone was cut 1° above its axis and the wings

A

—

.

.-

—

—.

were attached to the flat upper swface so f_o~ed. The cone was cut above
the axis rather thsm along the axis to add depth to th= bdy base for ‘-

.—..- —

structural reasons.

Wings of four different plan forms were tested. These wings are
referred to as plan forms A, B, C, and D, and the dimensions of each plan “-
form sxe shown in figure 3. Each plan fo~_had a semiapex angle of 12.6°. *

i’Resultspresented in references 3 and 4 have shown that this blm—~- -”””
ness may be increased a~preciably (e.g., to-further-allevi-atelocal heat-
ing) without increasing the drag or reducing the lift of the body. -, .
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corresponding to a leading-edge sweepback of 77.4°. Under these circu-
mstancesthe leading edge of the wing should essentially coincide with the
shock wave generated by the bcdy at a = 0° and the design Mach number of
5 (see ref. X2). The four plan forms differed only in trailing-edge and
tip shape. The basic configuration, plan form A, had its trailing edge
swept back from the base of the body to intersect the leading edge 1.4
body lengths aft of the vertex. Calculations indicated that this partic-
ular arrangement represented a god compromise, in terms of obtaining
high lift-drag ratios, between the lift and drag (especially friction
drag) carried by the wing. The other plan forms were chosen simply
because they represent some rather obvious variations on plan formA.

The leading edges of all wings.were blunt and 0.004 inch thick. The
corresponding thiclmess for a full-scale aircraft would be of the order
of several tenths of an inch. Accordtig to estimate, this thickness
should be stificient in steady level flight at the design Mach nuniberof
5 to keep the surface temperatures for equilibriwn between convective and “’‘-
rsdiant heat transfer well below 1500° R at the leading edge (see ref. 2).

. All wbz surfaces were flat and the bottom surface was alined with the

stresmwise planes and 7.83 percent thick in planes
edge. The maximum wing thickness was 0.125 inch

,-

the base of the body.
..
..

C!were tested with tip flaps formed by deflecting
portions of the wings along streamwise hinge lines.a

free st;eam at a = OO. The wing sections were essentially simple wedges,
1.75 percent thick in
normal to the leading
at the center line of

Plan forms A and
downward the outboard
Flap deflections of 0°~ 30°, and 600 were employed. The flap hinge lines
were located 1.12~ inches (i.e., 50 percent of the wing semispan) from the
configuration center line. With this location, approximate calculations
indicated that at ~ = 5 and angles of attack up to 4°, the positive
pressure field due to flap deflection would not intersect the body ahead
of the base and thereby increase pressure drag.g A mdel emplo@ng plan
formA was also tested with a flap having a hinge line canted 5°. The
camted hinge line intersected the wing leading edge 1.222 inches, and the
traiJing edge 1.015 inches outboard of the configuration center line.
This flap had the same area’as the one with the stresmwise hinge line. .

8MechsniceJly, the flaps were formed by first milling a small groove
along the hinge line. The wing was then bent along this line and the
groove filled and faired to mate the wing contour. This construction

-.

simulates a sealed-flap condition in the usual terminology.
‘It was presumed that this condition would be satfsfied if the Mach

line emanating downstream from the intersection of the hinge line and the
wing leading edge passed behind the body base. The Mach line was located
by considering the flow about the body to be the same as that which exists.
about a 5° semivertex-angle cone operating at a = 0° and at a free-stream
Mach number equal to the Mach number on the bottom surface of a flat plate

* inclined 4° at ~ = 5.
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In addition to these models, a model With a body consisting of a righ-t”
circular cone was tested. This model had S wing identical to plan formA. _ ~
The bod~ was located symmetrically on the wing and had a semivertex angle
of 4.30 and a base diameter of 1.074 “inches. “Theresulting model had the - =
same wing thickness, body length, body base-area, wing base area, body
VOILmle,ad Wing volume as the flat-top cotiiguratton ~th pm form A. — ‘“

A table giving aspect ratio, total wtig area, total flap area, fid
the ratio of flap to wing area is presented in figure 3 for all configura- -;

1
tions tested.

Accuracy of Test Results -.

In the region of the test models,
..

stream Mach numbers did not vsxy
by more thsm 20.02 at Mach numbers of 3.00, 4.24, sad 5.05. Amsximum
variation of *0.04 existed at the peak test Mach number of 6.28. Reynolds
numbers did not vary by more than t20,00()fii the-values previously n“oted.““- . -
Uncertainties in the angle of attack due to irre~~ities h the tid- ‘
tunnel air stream and to inaccuracies in the determination of the mcdel
support deflections are estimated to be +O.lO.

The accuracy of the test results is affected by uncertainties in %he
—

measurement of forces and moments, and in the determination of angle of
attack smd stream static aad dynamic pressures. These uncertainties led ‘~
to estimated uncertainties in the various force and moment coefficients
and lift-drag ratios as shown in the follotitigtable:

Mm CL CD % L/D

:“g *:::: *0.0002 *O. 001 &3..2
* .0002 k.ool *.2

5:05 *.001 *.0002 *.OQ1 *.2
6.28 *.002 *.0004 --- *.3

It should be noted that, for the most part,.the experimental results
presented herein are in error by less than these estimates.

-

In the course of the present investigation, the symnetricd mdel ‘. -

was tested upright and inverted, and to negative as well as positive angles
of attack. The data obtained in all attitudes agreed within the accuracies -
shown in the tabl&.

..— .

.

.

b-‘
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All of the experimental results obtained in the present investigation -
sxe tabulated in table I. Only those portions of these data which are
essential to demonstrating the main points of this paper will be presented
in graphical form.

The measured lift coefficients and lift-drag ratios of basic plan
form A &me presented in figure 4 for vsrious flap deflections and free-
stream Mach numbers. These test results sre more or less typical of those
obtained tith the other flat-top configurations. It is observed that
plan form A is aerodynamically efficient, developing lift-drag ratios in
excess of 6 at all but the highest test Mach number. Note that the max-
imw lift-drag ratios occur at relatively low angles of attack, ranging
from 3° to 4°. The corresponding lift coefficients are, as a result, also -
low, ranging from 0.06 to 0.1. Configurations of this type will fly,
then, at relativeQ high values of dynamic pressure.

.
It is also observed in figure 4 that the effect of deflecting the

tip downward is to reduce slightly msximum ltit-drag ratio. A better
understanding of this result csm be obtained from figure 5 where the lift
ad drag coefficients and lift-drag ratios of plan form A, with and without
deflected wing tips, are shown as a function of angle of attack at a Mach
number of 5.05. It is seen that deflecting the wing tips.60° increased
the lift by as much as 50 percent with essentially no penalty in drag
near G = O. Accordingly, the lift-drag ratios of the deflected-tip con-
figuration are substantially increased, as was anticipated, at very small
angles of attack. On the other hand, the lift-curve slope is lower and
the drag is higher at positive singlesof attack for the deflected tip con-
figuration. It is these effects which cause a reduction in maximum lift-
&rag ratio with tip deflection about stresmwise hinge lines. As might
be expected, caat~ the binge lines to the stream direction tends to
eliminate the loss in lift-curve slope (see fig. 5); however, the drag ,-

penalty more than compensates for this improvement, with thb result that
(L/D)m is still lower than that for the configuration with streaunnMe
hinge lines.

The msximum lift-drag ratios of the various configurations tested
are presented in figure 6 as a function of Mach nmber. It is seen that
the highest lift-drag ratio is 6.65, and this was obtained tith basic plan
formA (eF = 0°) at the design Mach number of 5. Interestingly enough,
this value of (L/D)& compares well with the value of 6.85 predicted
theoretically for ideal conical configurations of this type (see fig. 2).L0
Figure 6 shows clesrly the marked reduction in lift-drag ratio associated
with increasing the Mach number from5.~ to 6.28. TMS reduction is no

10This rather close agreement is, to be sure, due in good part to
compensating errors in the approximate expressions used to calculate lift

* and drag and hence lift-drag ratio in this report.
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doubt in part due to departing from the design conditions
rations; however, it is better viewed as a characteristic

NACA RM A55L05

.—
of the configu-
result of the —.

very low test Reynolds number accompanying the hi&est test M&ch number in .
the Ames 10- by 14-inch supersonic wind tunnel (see section on “Apparatus —

and Tests”).
—

It is also interesting to note in figure 6.th.atthe msximum lift-drag ‘-
ratios of the flat-top model are substantially higher than those of the
corresponding symmetrical configuration, es~ecially near the design Mach
number. This point is illustrated more clearly in figure 7 where the lift-
drag ratios of the two models are shown as a function of lift coefficient _ _
at a Mach number of 5.05. The maximum lift-drag ratio is observed to”be
about 15 percent higher for the flat-top model than for the symmetrical
model.
percent

As
briefly
TO this

According to the approximate theory of this report, about a 17-
-.

increase in (L/D)m= would be expected.

a final point in this discussion, it is appropriate to coasider
the pitching-moment characteristics of the various test malels, ._ ..
end, pitching-moment coefficients as a function of lift coeffi-

cient are shown in figure 8 for various flap deflections on the plan form A
model at Mach numbers up to 5.05.11 In general, the variation of Cm
with CL -is linear over the test range-of lift coefficients. In figure 9
the neutral points.of several of the test configurations ara presented as
a function of Mach number. It i.sapparent frorafigure 9(a) that the neu-
tral point for plag fo~A is.slightly forward for a flap deflection of
600 and close to the center of area of the wing. For all configurations
the neutral point is relatively insensitive-to changes in Mach nwber;= _..
for exsnple, it moves aft only about 2 pert’&t of the bdy length as the
Mach number is increased from 3.00 to 5.05. This result is, of course,
desirable from the standpoint of maintaining static longitudinal stability.

.

.
.-.—

..—
.-——

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It has been deduced with the aid of an-elementary momentum principle
that flat-top configurations consisting of a half body situated underneath
a thin triangular wing having highly swept leading =d trailing edges may
be aerodynamically efficient in hypersonic flight. This possibility was
verified theoretically and experimentally in”the case of conical configu-
rations of this type. For example, maximum lift-drag ratios in excess of
6.6 were obtained at a Mach number of 5 and a Reynolds number of 2.5%10°.
These ratios were about 15 percent higher tQan those of an entirely com-
parable symmetrical configuration and, according to theory, they should
exceed those of corresponding flat-bottom configurations by more like
twice this percentage. Pitching-moment coefficients of the flat-top con-
figurations were found experimentally to vary essentially li~early with
lift coefficient. Neutral ~oints were essentiall.~constant at locations

~itching-moment data were not obtained at & .“6.28.

. . --

--

.=

.—
*
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from 2 to 4 percent of the root chord aft of
the Mach number range from 3 to 5.

●’.*, 17

the center of plan area over

It was also suggested that lift-drag ratios of flat-top configurations
might be increased by deflecting the wing tips downward about hinge lines
in the stream direction. This possibility was borne out by experiment
near zero angle of attack; however, maximum lift-drag ratios were slightly
reduced. For example, they were in the neighborhood of 6,for tip deflec-
tions of 600 at a Mach number of 5. One practical interpretation of these
results is, of course, that the wing tips may be employed like vertical-
tail surfaces for the present fldt-top configurations, with but small.loss
in flight efficiency.

The flat-top aircraft configuration is, then, capable of developing
high lift-drag ratios at high supersonic speeds. These lift-drag ratios
are, furthermore, especially susceptible to improvement by methods which
reduce friction drag. (Note, e.g., that friction drag was three to four ._
times greater thsn pressure drag on the test models of this paper at

. & = 5 ~d~ = OO.] Indeed, reducing friction dragnet only benefits the
basic flat-top configuration, but morewer it shifts the angle of attack

.-

for (L/D)W toward zero, thereby improving the performance of tip flaps. ““~
. Certainly, then, tests at higher Re~olds numbers approaching those

encountered in flight appear desirable.

These are some of the possibilities which attract attention. It is
important, however, to emphasize the prel.iminszzynature of the present
report. More elaborate theoretical.and experimental studies are required
to assess the full value of the flat-top configurations.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Comnittee for Aeronautics

Moffett Field, Calif., Dec. 5, 1955



APPENDIX A

APF!ROXIMA’~CALCULATION OF MAXIMUM

NACA FM A55L05

IJFT-DRAG RATIOS

.

.

OF FLAT-TOP CONICAL CONFIGURATIONS

Consider a thin wing moumted on top of one-half a right circular cone.
The lift force exerted on the wing at zero angle of attack is obtaind by
integration of the conical
Thus, we may write

%% =

pressuxe field Acting on its lower surface.

(Al)
—

where p/pm is the same function of u as for a
cular cone (see, e.g., ref. 12)Y and rte is the
apex of the wing to the trailing edge. Thus rte
depending on the plan form of the wing. The lift
is given by the expression

noninclined right cir- .“—
radid distant= from the
is a function of w, a.-
coefficient of the body

CL = r)d2. C ~
—-

%
(A2)

27M”2S tan 5C ‘“

while the pressure drag

drag)=

The total lift and drag
of attack me, then, to

—

coefficient of the b6dy is (exclusive of base

% ()“fid2 pc “1=,— —-
Op 4yM&2s ‘~

(A3 )

coefficients of the configuration at zero angle
the acctzracyof this analysis,

CLO=CL +%
%/95

(A4)

%?he justification for neglecttig base ~ag is that it 1s normally
a smell percentage of total drag in unpowered hypersonic flight, while
in powered flight it may be positive or negative, depending upon the
~ower-plant installation.

—.

.

.
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(A5)

where ~ is the skin-friction drag coefficient.

The next question to be answered is: What is the lift-curve slope
of the configuration? In order to accurately calculate this quantity,
a careful study of the conical flow about the configuration at angle of .
attack till be required. Such a study is beyond the scope of this paper; ‘-
accord@Qy, we adopt the approximate linear-theory estimate of lift-curve
slope; nsmely,

“k
which win be satisfactory for our purposes.=

(A6)

Eqmtions (Al) through (A6), in combination with equation (4), provide
us with the necessary information to calculate the msximum lift-drag ratios

. of flat-top configurations of conical.shape.

.

21t wild.not be attempted to justify ecpa.tion(A6) beyond the fact
that it is a rather obvious approximation for slender configurations at
the small (of the order of a few degrees) angles of attack of interest
here. Again it is emphasized, however, that in the opinion of the authors,

. the whole aspect of flat-top configurations at angle of attack will require
close examination (including effects of the bow shock wave and other nonl-
inear features of the fldw) before their lifting characteristics are well

. understoml.
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